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Abstract
Background: Survey data are increasingly abundant from many international projects and national
statistics. They are generally comprehensive and cover local, regional as well as national levels
census in many domains including health, demography, human development, and economy. These
surveys result in several hundred indicators. Geographical analysis of such large amount of data is
often a difficult task and searching for patterns is particularly a difficult challenge. Geovisualization
research is increasingly dealing with the exploration of patterns and relationships in such large
datasets for understanding underlying geographical processes. One of the attempts has been to use
Artificial Neural Networks as a technology especially useful in situations where the numbers are
vast and the relationships are often unclear or even hidden.
Results: We investigate ways to integrate computational analysis based on a Self-Organizing Map
neural network, with visual representations of derived structures and patterns in a framework for
exploratory visualization to support visual data mining and knowledge discovery. The framework
suggests ways to explore the general structure of the dataset in its multidimensional space in order
to provide clues for further exploration of correlations and relationships.
Conclusion: In this paper, the proposed framework is used to explore a demographic and health
survey data. Several graphical representations (information spaces) are used to depict the general
structure and clustering of the data and get insight about the relationships among the different
variables. Detail exploration of correlations and relationships among the attributes is provided.
Results of the analysis are also presented in maps and other graphics.
Background
The exploration of patterns and relationships in large
health statistics and survey data is always a difficult data
analysis task due to the volumes of data collected. Exam-
ples of widely used surveys include World Bank's Living
Standards Measurement Survey (LSM) on economic
aspects of well-being such as income and consumption,
and the Demographic and Health Survey (DHS) which
measures health indicators. These surveys result in useful
and vast geographic data that can help analyze geograph-
ical trends on a number of socio-demographic, health and
economic situations at community, national as well as
international levels. Geographical analysis of these data is
based on a combination of indicators usually forming a
number of composites of attributes on health, poverty or
demography. In such large multidimensional datasets, the
extraction of patterns and the discovery of new knowledge
may be difficult, as patterns may remain hidden. New
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approaches in data analysis and visualization are needed
to represent such data in a visual form that can better stim-
ulate pattern recognition and hypothesis generation, and
to allow for better understanding and knowledge
construction.
A number of approaches are used to address the multidi-
mensional aspect of the analysis of these datasets. For
example the Human Development Index (from UNDP),
is a relative index based on measures of the life expect-
ancy, education (literacy), and income. Poverty maps are
used to compare national level indictors over time or
across countries [1]. Information visualization techniques
can be used in combination with other data analysis tech-
niques to provide alternative exploration techniques for
such data. A number of authors have proposed using Arti-
ficial Neural Networks as part of a strategy to improve geo-
graphical analysis of large, complex datasets [2-5].
Artificial Neural Networks have the ability to perform pat-
tern recognition and classification, and are especially use-
ful in situations where the data volumes are large and the
relationships are unclear or even hidden. This is because
of their ability to handle noisy data in difficult non-ideal
contexts [6]. Particular attention has been directed to
using the Self-Organizing Map (SOM) [7] neural network
as a means of organizing complex information spaces [8-
10], and for the creation of abstractions where conven-
tional methods may be limited because underlying rela-
tionships are not clear or classes of interest are not
obvious.
Recent effort in Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD)
has also provided a window for geographic knowledge
discovery. Data mining, knowledge discovery, and visual-
ization methods are often combined to try to understand
structures and patterns in complex geographical data [11-
13]. One way to integrate KDD framework in geographic
data exploration is to combine the computational analysis
methods with visual analysis in a process that can support
exploratory and knowledge discovery tasks. We explore
the SOM in a framework for data mining, knowledge dis-
covery, and spatial analysis, to uncover the structure, pat-
terns, relationships and trends in the data. Some graphical
representations based on information visualization tech-
niques and cartographic methods, are then used to por-
tray derived structures and patterns in a visual form that
can allow for better understanding of the structures and
the geographical processes. The use of these graphical rep-
resentations (information spaces) play a role by offering
visual representations of data that bring the properties of
human perception to bear [14].
We present a framework for combining effective pattern
extraction with the SOM and graphical representations in
an integrated visual-computational environment, to pro-
vide exploration of the data and to support knowledge
acquisition through interactions. This framework is
informed by current understanding of effective applica-
tion of visual variables for cartographic and information
design, developing theories of interface metaphors for
geospatial information displays, and previous empirical
studies of map and information visualization effective-
ness [15]. It suggests a visual exploration of the structure
of the dataset in its multidimensional space to allow for
orientations for the analysis of relationships and correla-
tions. A number of graphical interface options and explor-
atory task support are used to guide the user in his
hypothesis testing, evaluation and interpretation of pat-
terns from general patterns extracted to specific explora-
tions of selected attributes and spatial locations. In this
paper, an application of the method is explored for a
health and demographic survey data to provide some
understanding of the complex relationships between
socio-economic indicators, geographical locations, and
health and poverty status. The ultimate goal is to support
visual data mining and exploration, and gain insights on
appropriate underlying distributions, patterns and trends,
and therefore contribute to enhance the understanding of
the geographical processes.
Results and discussion
In this section, an example of exploration of (potential)
patterns in data is presented using the different visualiza-
tion techniques described in methodology section. For
illustration, a dataset from the human development net-
work (world bank) containing 30 basic indicators for
health and living standard including health expenditure,
health risk factors, mortality, reproductive health, for 152
countries is used. Although this is not a very large dataset,
the approach can be applied for far larger datasets. The
idea is to find multivariate patterns and relationships
among different attributes and countries. Complex corre-
lations in this kind of statistical data can be portrayed
using the Self-Organizing Map to visualize the complex
joint effect of the factors related to health as contained in
the dataset.
Exploration of the general patterns and clustering
The proposed approach offers a number of visualizations
to show the clustering structure and similarity (patterns).
These techniques use a distance matrix to show distances
between neighbouring SOM network units. The most
widely distance matrix technique used is the U-matrix
[16]. It contains the distances from each unit center to all
of its neighbours. The neurons of the SOM network are
represented here by rectangular cells (see Figure 1). The
distance between the adjacent neurons is calculated and
presented with different colourings. A dark colouring
between the neurons corresponds to a large distance and
thus represents a gap between the values in the inputInternational Journal of Health Geographics 2004, 3 http://www.ij-healthgeographics.com/content/3/1/12
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Representation of the general patterns and clustering in the input data with a distance matrix visualization Figure 1
Representation of the general patterns and clustering in the input data with a distance matrix visualization The 
Unified Distance Matrix showing clustering and distances between positions on the map. Countries having similar characteris-
tics according to the multivariate attributes (health and health care situation) are found close to each other.International Journal of Health Geographics 2004, 3 http://www.ij-healthgeographics.com/content/3/1/12
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Alternative representations of the SOM general clustering of patterns Figure 2
Alternative representations of the SOM general clustering of patterns Alternative representations of the SOM gen-
eral clustering of the data with projection of the SOM results in 2D space (a). This graphic can be interactively manipulated 
(rotation, panning, zooming, walkthrough) and be viewed in 3D space. The output of the SOM (the similarity coding extracted 
from the computational analysis) can be projected on a geographic map, to display the common characteristics of the countries 
according to the multivariate attributes (b).International Journal of Health Geographics 2004, 3 http://www.ij-healthgeographics.com/content/3/1/12
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space. A light colouring between the neurons signifies that
the vectors are close to each other in the input space. Thus
light areas represent clusters and dark areas cluster separa-
tors (a gap between the values in the input space). This
representation can be used to visualize the structure of the
input space and to get an impression of otherwise invisi-
ble structures in a multidimensional data space. This dis-
tance matrix representation shows not only the values at
map units but also the distances between map units. In
Figure 1, the structure of the data set is visualized in a dis-
tance matrix representation. Countries having similar
characteristics based on the multivariate attributes are
positioned close to each other, and the distance between
them represents the degree of similarity or dissimilarity.
The different clusters on the map can be automatically
encoded with different colors, to allow a geographic view
of the similarity mapping based on the multivariate
attributes. These common characteristics representation
can be regarded as the health standard for these countries
(Figure 2b). On the geographic map, each country is
assigned a color describing the its health standard type in
relation to other countries In contrast to other projection
methods in general, the SOM does not try to preserve the
distances directly but rather the relations or local structure
of the input data. While the distance matrix representa-
tion is a good method for visualizing clusters, it does not
provide a very clear picture of the overall shape of the data
space because the visualization is tied to the SOM grid.
Alternative representations to the distance matrix repre-
sentation can be used: 2D and 3D projections (using pro-
jection methods such as the Sammon's mapping and PCA
to project SOM results), 2D and 3D surface plots, and
component planes. These techniques will be described in
the next paragraphs. In Figure 2a, the projection of the
SOM offers a view of the clustering of the data with data
items depicted as coloured nodes. Similar data items are
grouped together with the same type or colour of markers.
Size, position and colour of markers can be used to depict
the relationships between the data items. This gives an
informative picture of the global shape and the overall
smoothness of the SOM in 2D or 3D space.
Exploration can be enhanced by rotation, zooming, and
selection. The clustering structure can also be viewed as
2D or 3D surfaces representing the distance matrix (Figure
3 and Figure 4) using color value to indicate the average
distance to neighbouring map units. This is a spatializa-
tion [17] that uses a landscape metaphor to represent the
density, shape, and size or volume of clusters. Unlike the
projection in Figure 2a that shows only the position and
clustering of map units, areas with uniform color are used
in the surface plots to show the clustering structure and
relationships among map units. In the 3D surface (Figure
4), color value and height are used to represent the region-
alization of map units according to the multidimensional
attributes.
To illustrate the use of the 2D and 3D surface plots, we
present a selection of variables of the dataset related to
mortality (Figure 3 and Figure 4).
Exploration of correlations and relationships
The correlations and relationships in the input data space
can be easily visualized using the component planes visu-
alization (Figure 5). The component planes show the val-
ues of the map elements for different attributes and how
each input vector varies over the space of the SOM units
(here representing countries). This can be appropriate for
viewing and exploring correlations and relationships.
Comparatively with the maps, patterns and relationships
among all the attributes can be easily examined in a signle
visual represention using the SOM component planes vis-
ualization (Figure 5a). Since the SOM represents the sim-
ilarity clustering of the multivariate attributes, the visual
representation becomes more accessible and easy to use
for exploratory analyses. This kind of spatial clustering
makes it possible to conduct exploratory analyses to help
in identifying the causes and correlates of health problems
[18] when overlayed with environmental, social, trans-
portantion, and facilities data. These map overlays have
been important hypothesis-generating tools in public
health research and policy-making [19].
Unlike standard choropleth maps, the position of the
map units (which is the same for all displays) is deter-
mined during the training of the network, according to
the characteristics of the data samples. A cell here can rep-
resent one or several political units according to the simi-
larity in the data. Two variables that are correlated will be
represented by similar displays. In Figure 5a, all the
components are displayed and a selection of one example
attribute is made more visible for the analysis in Figure
5b. From the view in Figure 5a, correlations and relation-
ships can be explored, and hypotheses can be made. It
becomes easy to see for example that that the HIV preva-
lence rate has had an impact on life expectancy for the
countries most affected by the epidemic (Botswana,
Lesotho, Swaziland, Namibia, Zimbabwe and South
Africa) if we consider life expectancy in 1980 and that of
2001; or that the death rate is relatively higher in countries
with less developed heath care (number of hospital beds,
number of physicians per 1000 inhabitants) such as the
African countries. To enhance visual detection of the rela-
tionships and correlations, the components can be
ordered so that variables that are correlated are displayed
next to each other. The kind of visual representation
(imagery cues) provided in the SOM component planes
visualization can be used as an effective tool to visually
detect correlations among operating variables in a largeInternational Journal of Health Geographics 2004, 3 http://www.ij-healthgeographics.com/content/3/1/12
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volume of multivariate data, facilitates visual detection,
and has an impact on knowledge construction [20]. New
knowledge can be unearthed through this process of
exploration, which can be followed by the identification
of associations between attributes, and finally the formu-
lation and ultimate testing of hypotheses.
Geographic maps can be made to represent the result of
this reasoning process for better geographical exploration
and comparison (Figure 5c).
Conclusions
In this paper we have presented an approach to combine
visual and computational analysis for exploratory visuali-
zation intended to contribute to the analysis of large vol-
umes of health survey data. The approach focuses on the
effective application of computational algorithms to
extract patterns and relationships in large datasets, and
visual representation of derived information that involves
effective use of visual variables used in such complex
information spaces to facilitate knowledge construction.
A number of visualization techniques were explored with
the objective to support visual exploration and knowledge
construction. Users can perform a number of exploratory
Exploration of mortality in 2D surface Figure 3
Exploration of mortality in 2D surface The 2D surface shows a flat organizing of the clusters and indicates the average 
distance among the different countries according to several attributes related to mortality in the dataset (Life expectancy in 
1980, Life expectancy in 2001, Infant mortality rate in 1980, Infant mortality rate in 2001, Under 5 mortality rate in 1980, 
Under 5 mortality rate in 2001, Adult male mortality in 2001, Adult female mortality rate in 2001, Percentage of male over 65 
years old 2002, Percentage of female over 65 years in 2002).International Journal of Health Geographics 2004, 3 http://www.ij-healthgeographics.com/content/3/1/12
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tasks to understand the structure of the dataset as a whole
and also to explore detailed information on individual or
selected attributes of the dataset such as finding correla-
tions and the relationships among attributes. With this
respect, the SOM computational analysis can support
exploratory visualization and the knowledge discovery
process when integrated with appropriate visual explora-
tion tools. Interactive manipulation (zooming, rotation,
panning, filtering, and brushing) of the graphical repre-
sentations can enhance user goal specific querying and
selection from the general patterns extracted to more spe-
cific user selection of attributes and spatial locations for
exploration, hypothesis testing, and ultimately knowledge
construction. We have extended these alternative repre-
sentations of the SOM results used to highlight different
characteristics of the computational solution and inte-
grated them with other graphics into multiple views to
allow brushing and linking, for exploratory analysis and
Exploration of mortality in 3D surface Figure 4
Exploration of mortality in 3D surface The 3D surface plot shows a better view of the distance between the clusters for 
same selected of variables on mortality in the dataset shown in Figure 3 (Life expectancy in 1980, Life expectancy in 2001, 
Infant mortality rate in 1980, Infant mortality rate in 2001, Under 5 mortality rate in 1980, Under 5 mortality rate in 2001, 
Adult male mortality in 2001, Adult female mortality rate in 2001, Percentage of male over 65 years old 2002, Percentage of 
female over 65 years in 2002). Here distance between map units is represented by height value along the Z axis and color. It 
becomes easier to see the different clusters and view the distances between the different countries according to the select 
attributes related to mortality in the dataset.International Journal of Health Geographics 2004, 3 http://www.ij-healthgeographics.com/content/3/1/12
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knowledge discovery purposes. Results of the exploratory
process can be presented in interactive maps. This link
between the attribute space visualization based on the
SOM, the geographic space with maps representing the
Detail exploration of the dataset using the SOM component visualization Figure 5
Detail exploration of the dataset using the SOM component visualization All the components can be displayed to 
reveal the relationships between the variables and the spatial locations (countries) in (a). Selected components related to a 
specific hypothesis can be further explored and to facilitate visual recognition of relationships among selected variables. Here 
we display one example of attribute on child mortality (b). Geographic maps of components corresponding to hypothesis 
found in the exploration can be displayed (c).International Journal of Health Geographics 2004, 3 http://www.ij-healthgeographics.com/content/3/1/12
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SOM results, and other graphics such as parallel coordi-
nate plots, in multiple views can provide alternative per-
spectives for better exploration, evaluation and
interpretation of patterns and ultimately support for
knowledge construction.
Methods
A framework to support visual exploration of large 
geographic data
The proposed framework explores ways to effectively
extract patterns using data mining based on the SOM and
to represent the results using graphical representations for
visual exploration. As presented in Figure 6, the data min-
ing stage allows to construct a clustering (similarity
matrix) of the multidimensional input space using the
SOM training algorithm tool (SOM Toolbox) and
graphics processing with Matlab software. From this com-
putational process, global structure and patterns can be
represented with graphical representations and maps
(geographic view) of similarity results. More exploration
can be made on relationships and correlations among the
attributes. The framework includes spatial analysis, data
mining and knowledge discovery methods, supported by
interactive tools that allow users to perform a number of
exploratory tasks to understand the structure of the data-
set as a whole and also explore detailed information on
individual or selected attributes of the dataset. Different
representation forms are integrated and support user
interaction for exploratory tasks to facilitate the knowl-
edge discovery process. They include some graphical rep-
resentations based on the SOM, maps and other graphics
such as parallel coordinate plots. Cartographic methods
support this design for effective use of visual variables
with which the visualizations are depicted. The graphical
representations can be interactively manipulation in Mat-
lab graphical interface using rotation, zooming, panning,
and brushing.
The Self-Organizing Map algorithm
The Self-Organizing Map [7] is an Artificial Neural Net-
work used to map multidimensional data onto a low
dimensional space, usually a 2D representation space (see
Figure 7). The network consists of a number of neural
processing units (neurons) usually arranged on a rectan-
gular or hexagonal grid, where each neuron is connected
to the input. The goal is to group nodes close together in
certain areas of the data value range. Each of the units i is
assigned an n-dimensional weight vector mi that has the
same dimensionality as the input patterns.
What changes during the network training process, are the
values of those weights. Each training iteration t  starts
with the random selection of one input pattern x(t). Using
Euclidean distance between weight vector and input pat-
tern, the activation of the units is calculated.
The unit with the lowest activation is referred to as the
winner, c, of the training iteration:
mc(t) = mini {||x(t) - mi(t)||}   (1)
Finally the weight vector of the winner as well as the
weight vectors of selected units in the neighbourhood of
the winner are adapted to represent the input pattern. At
each step t of the random sequence of the given x(t) val-
ues, the values of mi are gradually and adaptively changed
in the following adaptation process:
mi(t +1) = mi(t) + hci(t)[x(t) - mi(t)]   (2)
The degree of adaptation in the neighbourhood is charac-
terized by a neighbourhood function h, which is a
decreasing function of the units from the winning unit on
the map lattice until no noticeable changes are observed.
As a result of a general adaptation process, a number of
units in the neighbourhood of the winner lead to a spatial
clustering of similar input patterns in neighbouring parts
of the SOM.
The resultant maps (SOMs) are organized in such a way
that similar data are mapped onto the same node or to
neighboring nodes in the map. This leads to a spatial clus-
tering of similar input patterns in neighboring parts of the
SOM and the clusters that appear on the map are them-
selves organized internally. This arrangement of the clus-
ters in the map reflects the attribute relationships of the
clusters in the input space. For example, the size of the
clusters (the number of nodes allotted to each cluster) is
reflective of the frequency distribution of the patterns in
the input set. Actually, the SOM uses a distribution pre-
serving property which has the ability to allocate more
nodes to input patterns that appear more frequently dur-
ing the training phase of the network configuration. It also
applies a topology preserving property, which comes from
the fact that similar data are mapped onto the same node,
or to neighboring nodes in the map. In other words, the
topology of the dataset in its n-dimensional space is cap-
tured by the SOM and reflected in the ordering of its
nodes. This is an important feature of the SOM that allows
the data to be projected onto the lower dimension space
while roughly preserving the order of the data in its origi-
nal space. Another important feature of the SOM for
knowledge discovery in complex datasets is the fact that it
is an unsupervised learning network meaning that the
training patterns have no category information that
accompany them. Unlike supervised methods which learn
to associate a set of inputs with a set of outputs using a
training data set for which both input and output are
known, SOM adopts a learning strategy where the similar-
ity relationships between the data and the clusters are
used to classify and categorize the data. The SOM can beInternational Journal of Health Geographics 2004, 3 http://www.ij-healthgeographics.com/content/3/1/12
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Data exploration framework Figure 6
Data exploration framework From the computational process, global structure and patterns can be visualized with graphi-
cal representations and maps of similarity results. Relationships and correlations among the attributes are presented with inter-
active graphical representations, maps and other graphics such as parallel coordinate plots.International Journal of Health Geographics 2004, 3 http://www.ij-healthgeographics.com/content/3/1/12
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useful as a knowledge discovery tool in database method-
ology since it follows the probability density function of
underlying data. It also offers visual representations that
enable easy data exploration.
Visual data mining and knowledge discovery
One approach to analysis of large amount of data is by
using data mining and knowledge discovery methods. The
main goal of data mining is identifying valid, novel,
potentially useful and ultimately understanding patterns
in data [21]. Generally, three general categories of data
mining goals can be identified [22]: explanatory (to
explain some observed events), confirmatory (to confirm
a hypothesis), exploratory (to analyze data for new or
unexpected relationships). Typical tasks, for which data
mining techniques are often used, include clustering, clas-
sification, generalization and prediction. These tech-
niques vary from traditional statistics to artificial
intelligence and machine learning. The most popular
methods include decision trees (tree induction), value
prediction, and association rules often used for classifica-
tion [23]. Artificial Neural Networks are particularly used
for exploratory analysis as non-linear clustering and clas-
sification techniques. For example, unsupervised neural
networks such as the Self-Organizing Map are a type of
neural clustering and neural architecture such as back-
propagation and feedforward are neural induction
methods used for classification (supervised learning). The
algorithms used in data mining are often integrated into
Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD), a larger frame-
work that aims at finding new knowledge from large
databases. While data mining deals with transforming
data into information or facts, KDD is a higher-level proc-
ess using information derived from data mining process
to turn it into knowledge or integrate it into prior knowl-
edge. In general, KDD stands for discovering and visualiz-
The Self-Organizing Map structure Figure 7
The Self-Organizing Map structure. Selection of a node and adaptation of neighbouring nodes of the neural network to 
the input data.International Journal of Health Geographics 2004, 3 http://www.ij-healthgeographics.com/content/3/1/12
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ing the regularities, structures and rules from data [23],
discovering useful knowledge from data [21] and for
finding new knowledge. It consists of several generic
steps, namely data pre-processing, transformation
(dimension reduction, projection), data mining (structure
mining) and interpretation / evaluation.
New developments in data mining and KDD has provided
a window for geographic data mining and knowledge
discovery, which has become an established field in geo-
graphic visualization [11,12,23-27]. This framework has
been used in geospatial data exploration [11-13,23,28] to
discover unexpected correlation and causal relationships,
and understand structures and patterns in complex geo-
graphical data. The promises inherent in the development
of data mining and knowledge discovery processes for
geographical analysis include the ability to yield unex-
pected correlation and causal relationships. Since the
dimensionality of the dataset is very high, it is often inef-
fective to work in such high dimension space to search for
patterns. We use the SOM algorithm as a data mining tool
to project input data into an alternative measurement
space based on similarities and relationships in the input
data that can aid the search for patterns. It becomes possi-
ble to achieve better results in such similarity space rather
than the original attribute space [29]. As described in the
previous section, the SOM adapts its internal structures to
structural properties of the multidimensional input such
as regularities, similarities, and frequencies. These proper-
ties of the SOM can be used to search for structures in the
multidimensional input. Graphical representations are
then used to enable visual data exploration allowing the
user to get insight into the data, evaluate, filter, and map
outputs. This is intended to support visual data mining
[30] by allowing several variables and their interactions to
be inspected simultaneously, and receive feedback from
the knowledge discovery process by means of interaction
techniques that support the process [31].
Integrating the computational analysis and visualization
One of the advantages of the SOM over other types of neu-
ral network is that it is suitable for visualization. The out-
come of the computational process can easily be
portrayed through visual representation. The first level of
the computational analysis described above provides a
mechanism for extracting patterns from the data. The out-
put of this computational process is depicted using graph-
ical representations (information spaces) to facilitate
human perception and cognitive processes [14,32], by
offering visualizations of the general structure of the data-
set (clustering), as well as the exploration of relationships
among attributes. Several graphical representations pro-
vide ways for representing similarity (patterns), relation-
ships, including a distance matrix representation, 2D and
3D projections, 2D and 3D surfaces, and component
planes visualization. They highlight different characteris-
tics of the computational solution and integrate them
with other graphics into multiple views to allow brushing,
linking, panning, zooming, rotation and 3D views for
exploratory analysis and knowledge discovery purposes
and enhance exploration. The resulting information
spaces suggest and take advantage of natural environment
metaphor characteristics such as 'near = similar, far = differ-
ent' [12], which is epitomized by Tobler's first law of
geography [33]. This is an example of spatialization, an
approach discussed more generally by [17]. Distance
(similarity between data items), regions (aggregation of
similar data items), and scale (level of detail in a data-
base) are examples of spatial metaphors used in these rep-
resentation spaces [34]. The scale allows exploration of
the information space at multiple levels of detail, and pro-
vides the potential for hierarchical grouping of items, and
revealing categories or classifications. Coordinate systems
allow determining distance and direction, from which
other spatial relationships (size, shape, density, arrange-
ment) may be derived. We integrate the graphical
representations mentioned above and maps to represent
the attribute space. Using multiple views, interactions
between several variables can be presented simultane-
ously over the space of the SOM, maps and parallel coor-
dinate plots. This can emphasize visual change detection
and the monitoring of the variability through the attribute
space. These alternative and different views on the data
can help stimulate the visual thinking process that is char-
acteristic for visual exploration. Four goals of the explora-
tion are emphasized:
- Patterns discovery (through similarity representations)
- Correlations and relationships exploration for hypothe-
sis generation
- Exploration of the distribution of the dataset on the map
- And the detection of irregularities in the data
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